Résumé. 2014 Nous avons utilisé la technique des « sandwiches » de mica pour l'étude de la fission ternaire de 1'uranium. L'existence de ce processus a été établie sans ambiguïté pour des protons incidents de 23 GeV.
1. Introduction. -Several papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 11] have been recently published on ternary fission of heavy nuclei induced by various incident particles. "Ternary fission" means here a nuclear break-up into three frag- (1) Table I . [5] .
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The present work is concerned with ternary fission of natural uranium bombarded with 23 GeV protons incident on uranium layers sandwiched between mica sheets as detectors. In mica, nuclear fragments with mass numbers exceeding about 30 can be recorded [8] . Various [1] .
Scanning was also made for three-prong events in uranium sandwiches exposed to thermal neutrons from a reactor [9] . In all, 2 T+ and 3 T~' events were found among about 7500 B events. Since ternary fission in this case, if occurring, has a very low ratio [5, 7] , it follows from this observation that the possibility of observing T+ events which are due to a scattering process of one of the binary fission fragments can be ruled out. In this case both types of T events must be due to accidental coincidences of B events with single tracks. The origin of these single tracks, occurring with a ratio of a few per cent of all B events, has been discussed in ref. [9] .
Contrary to the previous observation [1] Figure 3 illustrates the difference, T + -T -, between the distributions of the angle cpmax for T T and T -events given previously in figures 2 a and 2 b.
The scanning conditions described in Section 2 introduce a certain loss of events. This depends on the distance, H, between the mica sheets at the moment of exposure, and on the effect of the supporting foil of aluminium.
For every sandwich used in this work, the distance I~ was estimated by a method similar to that described by Cieslak et al. [9] and Carbonara and Rinzivillo [10] fig. 5 b) if for every such event the third accidental track with a given dip angle 0 is rotated around its centre by the angle 20 to make up "an accidental T+ event" (see fig. 1 a and 1 b) . Figure 5 c shows the difference between the distributions presented in figures 5 a and 5 b, respectively, i.e. the distribution for (T+ -T-) events. Since the uncertainties in the measurement of the directions of fission tracks in space are large [9] , the values of the coplanarity volume Ycannot be determined accurately. In fact, the errors 0 v of V values range from 0.1 to 0.5 in this experiment, with an average value of AV = 0.2. Figure 6 shows the ratio of V/A V for ( T + -T -) events. Keeping in mind all the reservations indicated above, one can see that the majority of the events are coplanar. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the true angle in space between pairs of tracks for (T+ -T-) events. It has a maximum around 120°, similar to the one observed in ref. [2] .
On the basis of these results, it was assumed in the calculations, that the ternary fission events are coplanar and that they are distributed isotropically (4) In a similar manner one can obtain the observation efficiency of B events (6) . The final result for the corrected T/B ratio is [(T+-r-)/B]corr = (4.9±1.3) X 10-3.
The corrected ratio at 18 GeV has also been calculated from the data given in ref. [1] and found to be (1.9 ~ 1.2) X 10-3. On the assumption that the (6) The details of the calculations will be given in a forthcoming publication on cross-sections for high energy nuclear fission.
cross-sections for the binary fission of uranium induced by 18 GeV and 23 GeV protons are respectively (7) : a, -(800 ± 100) mb and (720 T 100) mb, one obtains the cross-sections for ternary fission of uranium at these energies : (7 ) To be published elsewhere. 4. Swmmary. -a~ The observation of the process of ternary fission of uranium bombarded with high energy protons reported previously at 18 GeV [1] has been confirmed at 23 GeV.
b) The corrected ratios of ternary to binary fission events have been found to be (1.9 ±1.2) X 10-3 at 18 GeV and (4.9 ±1.3) X 10-3 at 23 GeV.
c) The majority of ternary fission events are coplanar within large experimental errors.
d) The distribution of the true angle in space between every pair of tracks of ternary fission events exhibits a maximum around 1200.
